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ABSTRACT

The CALM algorithm developed by Share My Space aims at automatically filtering out Collision Data Messages
(CDM) received by satellite operators  and reduce drastically the number of false positive for on-orbit collision
alerts. This paper focuses on the hybrid orbit propagator developed in the frame of the project. 

The error on the orbital position of objects of the space-track catalog is correlated with time series of orbital data
extracted over various time lapses.  Two different  neuronal architectures are tested. First, we implement a Multi
Layer Perceptron (MLP) algorithm and we verify the results found with the hybrid orbit  propagator developed
previously by J. F.  San Juan et al.  Next,  by implementing a Temporal  Convolutional  Network architecture,  the
uncertainty on the orbital position 6 to 12 hours in the future is reduced by several orders of magnitude compared to
the results of the SGP4 analytical orbit propagator. The training set is based only on space-track data and validated
with accurate  orbital  data  available  for  the  Sentinel,  DORIS satellites,  as  well  as  the  satellites  tracked  by the
International Laser Ranging System (ILRS). 

By correcting Space-track orbital data with the error predicted by the model, the accuracy of the orbit propagator is
largely enhanced compared to the standard SGP4 model, while keeping reasonable computing speed performances.
This  is  of  major  interest  for  Space  Situational  Awareness,  and  could  possibly  pave  the  way  to  Space  Traffic
Management (STM) based on a complete and accurate catalog. 
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